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Abstract
We identify a simple mechanism by which H-flux satisfying the modified Bianchi identity arises
in garden-variety (0, 2) gauged linear sigma models. Taking suitable limits leads to effective
gauged linear sigma models with Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation. We test the quantum-
consistency of a class of such effective theories by constructing an off-shell superconformal alge-
bra, identifying unexpected topological constraints on the existence of this algebra and providing
evidence that these models run to good CFTs in the deep IR when all of the constraints are
satisfied.
1 Introduction
String theory has taught us a great deal about the quantum geometry of Calabi-Yau (CY) manifolds.
Central to this progress is the gauged linear sigma model (GLSM), a formalism which translates
quantum computations in Ka¨hler geometries into free-field-theory calculations in an auxiliary gauge
theory [1]. Of course, CYs form a set of measure zero in the full space of string compactifications,
so it is natural to wonder what we can say about the quantum geometry of more general non-CY
manifolds. This question is particularly natural in the heterotic string, where a worldsheet analysis
should suffice. This motivates us to search for GLSMs for non-Ka¨hler1 manifolds, with the goal of
using them to study the quantum geometry of more general geometries.
At first glance, this seems quite challenging. Mathematically, the basic structure of a GLSM is
a Ka¨hler quotient of flat space, which naively should not be much help in getting a non-Ka¨hler
manifold. Meanwhile, if the geometry is not Ka¨hler, target space SUSY requires non-trivial 3-form
torsion, H, which must satisfy the Green-Schwarz (GS) Bianchi identity,
dH = α′ (trR ∧R− TrF ∧ F ) . (1.1)
Correspondingly, the B-field itself must transform non-trivially under the full set of spacetime
gauge transformations. Furthermore, dH 6= 0 implies a non-trivial dilaton profile [3], so that the
worldsheet conformal symmetry is only realized non linearly. Finally, the fact that tree- and one-
loop effects compete in (1.1) means that some cycles may be frozen near string scale, making a
large-radius limit problematic. It is difficult to see how all these effects could be incorporated into
a GLSM. Indeed, considerable effort has been devoted to adding bells and whistles to the GLSM
to mock these effects up [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
In this paper, we demonstrate a general mechanism for generating the modified Bianchi identity
and related quantum effects in a garden-variety (0, 2) GLSM.2 Surprisingly, this mechanism does
not require any new ingredients. Rather, simple quantum effects in every (0, 2) GLSM generate
all the necessary features dynamically. The basic mechanism first appeared in the study of 4d
chiral gauge theories [12, 13]. In a chiral gauge theory, integrating out heavy fermions in chiral
representations of the gauge group will generically generate anomalous Green-Schwarz terms in the
action. These terms are essential for canceling the anomaly of the surviving light fermions. In
our (0, 2) GLSMs, such GS terms precisely generate the corrections to the B-field transformation
law which are required to satisfy the Bianchi identity, and which lead to non-trivial H-flux and
non-Ka¨hler hermitian metric.
The central claim of this paper is that all of the features of a generic non-Ka¨hler model with
H-flux can in fact be found within a standard (0, 2) GLSM. As we shall see, non-trivial H-flux
and a modified transformation law for the B-field are automatically generated as needed by the
mechanism sketched above. Indeed, we will find that all of the various previously-preposed quasi-
linear mechanisms for generating H-flux in special cases emerge naturally when studying the low
energy effective physics of standard (0, 2) GLSMs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we demonstrate how the GS mech-
anism in a GLSM generates precisely the anomalous transformation law for the B-field needed to
1The term “balanced” is probably more appropriate [2], since all such 4d N = 1 compactifications come from
balanced manifolds which may or may not be Ka¨hler. The term “non-Ka¨hler” has become standard, however,
emphasizing that these manifolds need not be Ka¨hler.
2For useful introductions and reviews of (0,2) sigma models see [10, 11].
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ensure cancellation of the sigma model anomalies of the IR NLSM. Along the way, we demonstrate
that the GS models previously constructed can thus be UV completed into completely pedestrian
(0, 2) GLSMs; conversely, at low energies and at generic points in the (0, 2) moduli space, a general
(0, 2) GLSM reduces to such an anomalous GS effective GLSM. In Section 3, we will study a par-
ticularly simple class of such effective GLSMs in which the axial couplings are entirely linear, and
use them to explore the quantum consistency and semi-classical geometry of such GLSMs. Further-
more, we find unanticipated topological constraints on the existence of such models. The central
ingredient in these models is a set of Green-Schwarz axions, Y , playing the role of Stu¨ckelberg
fields for the anomalous gauge symmetries. This allows us to avoid the subtleties associated with
logarithms and address both classical and quantum properties of the models. As we shall see, these
theories show every sign of running to good IR CFTs – more precisely, these theories enjoy a (0, 2)
superconformal algebra which closes in Q+-cohomology, as was previously shown for the T
2 models
in [5]. While the models on which we focus are not generic, the lessons we learn can be readily
applied to more general GLSMs with non-trivial H-flux. We close in Section 4 with a summary
and list of future directions.
2 Generating dH in a (0, 2) GLSM
The goal of the present section is to demonstrate that all the ingredients necessary to study models
with non-trivial dH are already present in a garden-variety (0, 2) GLSM. We begin by recalling
how dH 6= 0 and the modified Bianchi identity arise in a general (0, 2) NLSM. We then review
how these effect can be incorporated into quasi-linear (0, 2) GLSMs by hand via Green-Schwarz
anomaly cancellation, as first demonstrated in [4, 7]. We then argue that such quasi-linear models
arise as effective descriptions of totally standard (and non-anomalous) (0, 2) GLSMs at generic
points in their moduli space. Concretely, moving along the (0,2) moduli space modifies masses
for chirally-gauged fermions in the GLSM; integrating out the heaviest fermions then generates
non-linear Green-Schwarz terms in the action which realize the non-trivial dH. This explains for
example how dH 6= 0 is generated in (0, 2) deformations of (2, 2) GLSMs, such as deformations of
the tangent bundle. We also comment briefly on the effective geometry of such models.
2.1 Torsion in (0, 2) NLSMs
Before we address the GLSM, let’s recall how the modified Bianchi identity and the c2 constraints
arise in a non-linear sigma model (NLSM) with (0, 2) supersymmetry. The action for a (0, 2) NLSM
is given by [14]:
L = 1
2
(GIJ¯ +BIJ¯) ∂+φ
I∂−φ¯
J¯ +
1
2
(GIJ¯ −BIJ¯) ∂−φI∂+φ¯J¯
+
i
2
(
ψ¯J¯+GIJ¯ (∂−ψ
I
+ + Γ(+)
I
KL
∂−φ
KψL+) + ψ
I
+GIJ¯(∂−ψ¯
J¯
+ + Γ(+)
I¯
K¯L¯
∂−φ¯
K¯ ψ¯L¯+)
)
− i
2
(
γ¯B¯−nAB¯(∂+γ
A
− +A
A
I C∂+φ
IγC−) + γ
A
−nAB¯(∂+γ¯
B¯
− +A
B¯
I¯ C¯
∂+φ¯
I¯ γ¯C¯−)
+WI¯AB∂+φ¯
I¯γA−γ
B
− −WIA¯B¯∂+φI γ¯A¯− γ¯B¯−
)
+ . . . (2.1)
2
where Γ(+)
I
JK
= ΓIJK+G
IL¯HL¯JK = G
IL¯(∂KGJL¯+∂JBKL¯−∂KBJL¯) and the . . . refer to four-fermi
terms which we will not need for the moment.
By construction, this action is invariant under target space local Lorentz transformations,3 target
space gauge transformations, and target space Kalb-Ramond transformations:
ψa+ → Λ(φ)abψb+
γA− → U(φ)ABγB−
B → B + dω1. (2.2)
Note that plugging these transformations into the Lagrangian does not leave the action invariant
– rather, we must supplement these transformations on the worldsheet fields with a corresponding
change in the background fields, G, B, n, A, and W . Only under this combined transformation is
the Lagrangian, classically, invariant.
Quantum mechanically, however, this is not in general a symmetry of the theory due to an
anomaly in the fermionic measure [15, 16]. Nonetheless, these theories can be improved, order by
order in α′ [17, 18, 19], so as to respect a modified symmetry. More precisely, while the theory is
not invariant under (2.2), it is invariant under a slightly different symmetry whose transformation
rule for B is modified at order α′,
δBIJ ∼ α′
(
∂[Iθ
MAMJ ] − ∂[IθabωabJ ]
)
. (2.3)
where θab, θM parameterize infinitesimal local Lorentz transformations and gauge transformations
respectively. With this transformation law, H0 = dB is no longer gauge invariant. Correspondingly,
we must also modify the definition of H at order α′,
H = H0 + α
′ (Ω3(ω)− Ω3(A)) , (2.4)
where Ω3 are the Chern-Simons three forms for the spin and gauge connections. The redefined H
gives the modified Bianchi identity,
dH = α′(trR ∧R− TrF ∧ F ). (2.5)
This is the worldsheet manifestation of the Green-Schwarz mechanism [20]. Note that if we wish to
construct a theory with a non-anomalous symmetry that reduces to the classical transformations
as α′ → 0, these modifications are unavoidable. As emphasized in [18] care must be used to see
that supersymmetry is preserved.
In principle, then, there is no obstruction to studying non-Ka¨hler geometries with intrinsic
torsion via a worldsheet NLSM – the NLSM itself is perfectly well-posed, supersymmetric, and
non-anomalous under all the symmetries of interest. In practice, however, this construction is not
very useful for many computational purposes. First, as usual with a NLSM, most things we would
like to compute end up depending on the physical metric; however, finding a solution to the Einstein
equation and modified Bianchi is even more difficult than finding a compact Calabi-Yau metric (and
indeed we still do not have a general proof of the existence of solutions to these equations except in
a few very special cases [21]). Second, since the Bianchi identity mixes orders in α′, it is not clear
when, or if, perturbation theory around a classical solution even makes sense. Computationally,
then, the NLSM is just not enough.
3For the local Lorentz transformations it is convenient to introduce a vielbein, eaI and define ψ
a
+ = e
a
Iψ
I
+.
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2.2 Adding dH to a (0, 2) GLSM by hand: the Green Schwarz mechanism
The obvious question, then, is how to implement H-flux and the modified transformation law for the
B-field in a computationally effective GLSM. Ideally, this would produce a GLSM which manifestly
reduces to an NLSM of the above form at low energies.
To begin, consider a (0, 2) GLSM whose classical action reduces, at lower energies, to an effective
NLSM for a complex manifold, X, with left-moving fermions valued in sections of a holomorphic
vector bundle, VX . Importantly, since all the geometry and topology of the IR CFT is generated
by the gauge action, all of the potential anomalies are similarly embedded within the gauge group
[22]. This allows us to lift the problem of tracking anomalies in the NLSM to the easier problem
of identifying gauge anomalies in the UV-free GLSM. This suggests that the anomalous Lorentz
transformation law for the B-field in the NLSM should lift to an anomalous gauge transformation
law for the B-field in the GLSM.
Our first job, then, is to locate the B-field in the GLSM. Happily, this is well-understood physics:
the B-field in such a GLSM is controlled [1, 23] by the axial part of the FI coupling, Lθ = θa F a+−.
The resulting spacetime B-field is then B = θaω
a, where the ωa are the (1, 1)-forms on the target
space corresponding to the gauge field strengths, F a+−. More generally, the hermitian (1, 1) form
(which becomes the complexified Ka¨hler class on the (2, 2) locus) is J ≡ J + iB = taωa, where
ta = ra + iθa are the FI parameters in the superpotential. Since ω
a is closed and θ is constant,
H=dB=0.
To introduce non-trivial H-flux, then, we can simply promote the θa to dynamical fields such that
H = dB = dθa ∧ωa does not vanish identically [24, 25, 4]. Each such dynamical θa then represents
a coordinate on an S1 on the target space of the GLSM.4 Notably, this also generates the dilaton
gradients we expect from supergravity, as shown e.g. in [24]. Unfortunately, gauge invariance and
single-valuedness of the action require that d (dθa) = 0, and thus dH = 0.
This suggests a simple way [4, 5, 6, 7] to build a GLSM with dH 6= 0: let θa be shift-charged
under the worldsheet gauge symmetry, θa
α→ θa + Qab αb. The resulting B field now transforms
non-trivially under the gauge symmetry,
B
α−→ B +Qab αbωb (2.6)
The worldsheet gauge-invariant H-flux is thus of the form
H = (dθa +QabAb) ∧ ωa. (2.7)
Taking a further exterior derivative then gives
dH = Qab ωa ∧ ωb , (2.8)
where ωb = dAb is the 2-form representing the gauge field strength under which θ is charged.
By making θ charged, however, we have rendered the classical action (in particular, the axial
term Lθ) non-gauge-invariant. Fortunately, the variation of the axial term is precisely of the form
of a 2d anomaly: under a gauge transformation with parameter α,
δαLθ ∝
∫
Qab αa F b+− . (2.9)
4In the UV θ provides a new S1 in the field space, in the IR this becomes an S1 on the target space of the NLSM
to which the theory flows, with the gluing in of the S1 specified by the gauge action.
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It is thus possible to cancel the gauge-variation of the classical action against a quantum anomaly
in the measure a la Green and Schwarz [4]5, with Lθ providing the classical Green-Schwarz term.
This raises an obvious question: what is the gauge anomaly in a classical (0, 2) GLSM measuring?
It has long been understood that the gauge anomaly in a standard (0, 2) GLSM is in fact a probe of
the sigma model anomaly in the target space, as follows. The anomaly in 2d comes from a di-angle
diagram and thus defines a quadratic form on gauge fields: A = Aab F a+− F b+−. Since the gauge
fields represent the pullback to the worldsheet of 2-forms ωa in the target space, F a+− = φ
∗ωa,
the anomaly thus defines a 4-form on the target, A = Aabωaωb. A short computation (see e.g.
[4, 7]) then verifies that the corresponding 4-form is the RHS of the heterotic Bianchi identity,
A = [trR ∧R−TrF ∧ F ].6 Choosing the gauge-transformation of our dynamical theta angle to
cancel the worldsheet anomaly then ensures that we satisfy the target space Bianchi identity,
with the vanishing of the net anomaly four-form in cohomology corresponding to an integrability
condition for a smooth H. Rather poetically, then, the Green-Schwarz mechanism on the target
space pulls back to the GLSM as a Green-Schwarz mechanism on the worldsheet. This mechanism
was first used in [4] to build GLSMs for non-Ka¨hler T 2-fibrations over K3 (which geometries were
first studied via supergravity in [26, 21, 27, 28]) and was subsequently exploited to study LG-
orbifold points in the moduli space [7], to compute the stringy spectrum [5], and generalized to
non-abelian GLSMs [6].
2.3 On the geometry of GS GLSMs
We would like to argue that the Green-Schwarz mechanism for the worldsheet gauge theory, together
with the anomalous transformation law for the B-field under worldsheet gauge variations, reduces
precisely to the anomalous transformation law for the B-field and the corresponding Green-Schwarz
mechanism of the NLSM. To see that this indeed works out, we need to think more carefully about
the effective geometry of the GS GLSM.
Consider an arbitrary, potentially anomalous, (0, 2) GLSM. At the classical level, this defines a
classical NLSM by solving the equations of motion for all massive fields and evaluating the action
on-shell. By construction, the target space X of the resulting NLSM is simply the quotient of the
flat target space of the UV free fields (call it Z) by the (complexified) gauge group, G, of the GLSM,
i.e. X = Z ′/G, where Z ′ is Z with the fixed locus of G removed. If there is a superpotential turned
on, we further restrict to the vanishing locus of the superpotential in X, X|W=0. The result is a
completely garden-variety classical (0, 2) NLSM.
Quantum mechanically, of course, this NLSM may be anomalous via the standard sigma model
anomaly. The key observation [22] is that, due to linearity of the UV theory, the sigma model
anomaly of the NLSM is embedded in the gauge anomaly of the GLSM. Moreover, from general
properties of the classical geometry associated to a GLSM, we have a direct map between forms in
the classical geometry, X, and gauge field strengths in the GLSM. This allows us to translate the
5Note that adding a GS term is not possible in a (2, 2) model. Corespondingly, the fermionic spectrum is necessarily
non-chiral, which forbids any gauge anomaly. Such models necessarily have dH = 0.
6Technically, this result uses the natural Ka¨hler structure on the toric variety. In the presence of torsion, the
physical metric will in general not be this Ka¨hler metric. They will differ, however, only by terms proportional to α′,
the loop counting parameter in the worldsheet; for the Bianchi identity above, we need only the leading order result.
Note that this argument is not reliable away from large radius – however, away from large radius, the geometric
picture is itself not reliable so we should focus instead on the quantum consistency of the gauge theory.
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anomalous gauge-transformation law of the axial GS term in the GLSM directly to an anomalous
transformation law of the B-field in the resulting classical NLSM. It also allows us to relate the
gauge-anomaly of the fermion measure in the GLSM to the sigma-model anomaly of the fermion
measure in the NLSM. The conditions for cancellation of the GLSM anomaly in the UV then
directly map to the conditions required for cancellation of the sigma model anomaly in the IR
NLSM as discussed above.
Of course, the above analysis only works at the classical level – matching the two theories precisely
would require showing that the full one-loop effective actions, including un-protected kinetic terms,
precisely match up to finite renormalizations. The corresponding calculation is straightforward in
principle, but quite involved in practice, so we will not attempt it here. Instead, we make the
following observation.
Consider a classical NLSM constructed from the gauge-invariant on-shell action of a classical
GLSM. In general, both the NLSM and GLSM will have quantum anomalies. As described above,
we now have two ways of building non-anomalous models: we can cancel the gauge anomaly in
the GLSM via a GS term for the worldsheet gauge symmetry; or we can cancel the sigma model
anomaly of the NLSM directly using standard NLSM techniques as described above. The question
is whether these two quantum modifications are equivalent or not – more precisely, whether they
lie in the same universality class in the deep IR. This can be represented in the following diagram:
Classical GLSM
α′ Improve−−−−−−−→ GLSMyOn−Shell ∥∥∥
Classical NLSM
α′ Improve−−−−−−−→ (0,2) NLSM
(2.10)
While it remains technically possible for these models to be inequivalent, being different would
mean there is a new way to deal with sigma model anomalies which is distinct from anything
done before. We consider this highly unlikely, and thus happily conjecture that the non-anomalous
GLSM and NLSM thus defined in fact flow to the same CFT in the IR.
Finally, it is important to note that these GLSMs with non-trivial GS anomaly terms are not in
fact linear. When the mass of the heavy fermions is taken to infinity, however, corresponding to
running to a boundary of the vector bundle moduli space, the only remaining non-linearity appears
in the GS term itself, which will generically include globally ill-defined logs. As we shall see in
the next section, this need not cause us to panic. However, various of the standard moves used
in studying GLSMs must be considered with some care in this quasi-linear setting. Happily, as
we shall now explore in detail, we can in fact embed these quasi-linear models within completely
standard (0, 2) GLSMs, with the quasi-linear models arising as low-energy effective descriptions of
part of the moduli space. The question thus reduces to asking whether the corresponding limits of
the vector bundle moduli are well-behaved.
2.4 Generating dH in a garden-variety (0, 2) GLSM
Surprisingly, the GS couplings studied above, and the non-trivial dH they represent, have been
hiding in plain sight in almost all (0, 2) GLSMs studied to date. For example, consider a (0, 2) GLSM
for a Calabi-Yau, X, at standard embedding, VX = TX . Thanks to (1.1), standard embedding
ensures that dH = 0. Crucially, such models generically contain vector bundle moduli which deform
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the vector bundle away from standard embedding, VX = T˜X . Away from standard embedding,
however, we no longer have trR ∧ R = TrF ∧ F . Consistency of the IR CFT, as reviewed above,
then requires that dH 6= 0. But the CY GLSM we started with has no anomaly, and no GS terms,
from which to derive a non-trivial dH. Where is the H-flux hiding in this simple GLSM?
The key observation is that deforming the vector bundle boils down, in the GLSM, to tuning a
set of Yukawa couplings which control the masses of a host of charged chiral fermions. When we
study the system at energies beneath the mass of some particular pair of fermions, it is appropriate
to integrate them out. However, if these heavy fermions transform in chiral representations of the
gauge group (as for example does the top quark in the standard model), then integrating them out
leaves us with an apparently anomalous spectrum of light fermions. However as observed in [13] in
the context of the standard model below the top mass, this would-be anomaly is precisely cancelled
by a GS term generated when integrating out the heavy chiral fermions. We are thus left with an
effective GLSM in a Higgs phase with an anomalous spectrum of light fermions plus a GS term
which ensures cancellation of the anomaly. This is precisely the form of the models constructed by
hand above.
It is useful to see this happen in detail in a simple example. Consider a garden-variety (0, 2)
GLSM for a Calabi-Yau, X. Since the specific model will not be important for what follows, we
will be relatively schematic for the moment, focusing only on the details we will need. For clarity
of presentation, we restrict attention to a model with a single U(1). The field content includes a
set of chiral superfields, ΦI , a set of fermi fields, Γ−A, and a U(1) vector with fermi field strength
Υ. Let the charges of the chiral and fermi fields be QI and qA respectively (some of which may
vanish), and let the fermi multiplets satisfy the chiral constraint, D¯+Γ−A = EA (ΦI), as usual. The
corresponding Lagrangian has kinetic terms
Lkin = −1
2
∫
d2θ
(
ieQIV Φ¯ID−ΦI + eqAV Γ¯−AΓ−A + 1
4e2
Υ¯Υ
)
, (2.11)
together with a chiral superpotential of the form,
LW = −1
2
∫
dθ+
(
µ Γ−AJ
A(Φ) +
1
4
tΥ
)
+ h.c. (2.12)
Here, the JA(Φ) are holomorphic functions of the ΦI with net gauge charge −qA such that the
superpotential is gauge-invariant. Chirality of the superpotential then requires that EAJ
A = 0.
The conventions and component expansions are listed in Appendix (A).7
Since the fermions in such a (0, 2) gauge theory live in chiral representations of the gauge group,
there will in general be a gauge anomaly. Under a general gauge transformation with gauge pa-
rameter Λ, the effect of the anomaly is to shift the action by,
δL ∝
∫
dθ+AˆΛΥ + h.c. , Aˆ =
∑
I
QIQI −
∑
A
qAqA , (2.13)
as can be verified by a standard one-loop calculation. As discussed above, we are interested in UV
GLSMs which are completely free of anomalies, so we hereby demand that Aˆ = 0, as is the case,
for example, at standard embedding.
7A useful tool for performing (0, 2) component expansions in mathematica with examples may be found at
http://www.mit.edu/~edyer/code.html.
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Among the terms that appear in the action are a host of Yukawa couplings,∫
dθ+ µΦHΦqΓQ−q + h.c. , (2.14)
where Φq is a chiral field of charge q, ΓQ−q is a fermi field of charge Q − q, ΦH is a chiral field
of charge −Q which gets a non-zero vev 〈φH〉 on the chosen patch of the target space, and µ is a
tunable modulus. Such terms can arise, for example, from ΓAJ
A(Φ) terms in the action.8 Below
the scale set by µ〈φH〉, we can integrate out Φq and ΓQ−q to get an effective action for the remaining
light modes.
For example, consider a (0, 2) model for a Calabi-Yau at standard embedding, corresponding to
a (2, 2) point in the moduli space. At such points, the mass terms for the fermions are non-chiral,
Lyuk =
√
2
∫
dθ+
(
∂IG Γ
I
−P +Π−G
)
+ h.c. ∝ ∂IG
(
π−ψ
I
+ + ψ
I
−π+
)
+ . . . (2.15)
where the π± have charge −Q, the ψ± have charge 1, and G = 0 defines a hypersurface in X.
Since the scalar coefficient is the same for both pairs of fermions, the masses are the same, so while
integrating out either pair of unequally charged fermions would generate an anomaly, the two pairs
are degenerate so there is no regime in which it makes sense to integrate out one but leave the
other.
On the other hand, if we turn on a deformation which breaks this accidental (2, 2) supersymmetry,
these two chiral mass terms will no longer be degenerate. A simple such (0, 2) deformation, for
example, replaces ∂IG in the Γ
I
− term with a general function, (∂IG + µJI). The coupling µ
represents a modulus of the vector bundle, with the precise geometry of this deformation being
encoded in the functional form of JI . Adding this deformation into the action then gives,
Lyuk ∝ ∂IG
(
π−ψ
I
+
)
+ (∂IG+ µJI)
(
ψI−π+
)
+ . . . (2.16)
When µ = 0, we recover (2, 2) supersymmetry and a non-chiral mass spectrum. When µ is non-
zero, on the other hand, the masses of the two pairs of chiral fermions will be different. When µ
is large we will generally find that one pair is heavy and should be integrated out while the other
remains light and fluctuates. At energies well below the mass of the heavy fermions, the spectrum
of surviving light fermions is thus explicitly anomalous.
As the heavy fermions are gauge-charged, integrating them out requires some care. One method
is to use the non-vanishing Higgs field to change variables to uncharged fields,
Φq = (ΦH)
q
Q Φ˜ , ΓQ−q = (ΦH)
Q−q
Q Γ˜ , (2.17)
which we can then integrate out without concern. However, in doing this change of variables we
pick up a Jacobian factor of the form,
DΦqDΓQ−q = DΦ˜DΓ˜ e Cˆ
∫
log(ΦH )Υ (2.18)
8Similar (non-superpotential) terms arise from or EAΓ¯
A
− terms deriving from the kinetic terms for the fermi
multiplets; the basic effect is directly analogous (though details can be phenomenologically different), so we focus for
simplicity on the superpotential case for the moment.
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where Cˆ is such that the gauge variation of the resulting GS term precisely cancels the effective
action of the remaining light fermions. (See [12, 13] for a lovely example of this effect from inte-
grating out the heavy top quark in the standard model.) These anomaly-canceling GS terms then
descend, in the deep IR, to non-trivial dH satisfying the Bianchi identity, as discussed in Sec. 2
and in [4, 7].
Crucially, for the special case of standard embedding (or indeed at any (2, 2) point in the (0, 2)
moduli space), the Yukawa couplings are tightly constrained such that the physical fermion masses
and interactions are non-chiral. There is thus never any regime of parameter space or energy in
which the set of fermions above, or below, a given mass is chiral. When integrating out the massive
fermions, then, all such H-flux generating terms must cancel.
Note that the resulting effective model has an interesting limit in which we send our bundle
parameter to infinity, µ→∞. In this limit, the massive fermions entirely decouple and we are left
with precisely the theory we started with, minus the fields Φq and ΓQ−q, but plus the GS term
LGS = Cˆ log(ΦH)Υ. But this is precisely the form of the theories studied in [29, 8, 9]: the anomaly
arising from the measure for a chiral family of fermions is cancelled by a logarithmic Green-Schwarz
term, where the argument of the log is a function of the charged scalar fields in the theory. It should
now be clear that virtually all such models can be orchestrated by Higgsing and integrating out a
chiral set of fermions, as above. It is also clear what physics lies behind the singularities at points
where the logarithms diverge: such singularities signal the return of the again-massless fermions
we had previously integrated out: death from the UV.
Note, too, that the resulting models should be treated with some caution. In particular, the
(0, 2) GLSM with which we began is as well-behaved as one could hope. Fore example, it enjoys
a non-singular topological chiral ring which varies smoothly with the moduli, and the unbroken
(0,2) supersymmetry together with the linear model structure ensre that world sheet instantons
do not generate a spacetime superpotential [30, 31]. However, once we take the limit µ → ∞,
the assumptions going into those arguments no longer trivially hold, so these results must be re-
evaluated. Doing so, however, is hard: since the GS terms are non-linear, and indeed logarithmic,
computing the quantum OPEs does not trivialize in the UV. This motivates us to search for more
tractable variants of these models which have more gentle, and computable, physics in the UV.
3 Verifying Quantum Consistency in a Special Class of Models
As we have seen, moving to a generic point in the (0, 2) moduli space leaves us with a non-Ka¨hler
manifold supporting non-trivial H-flux. Around such points, it is sometimes convenient to integrate
out the heavy fermions, generating a quasi-linear Green-Schwarz model in which the structure of
the H-flux is more manifest. The price of this simplicity is losing the manifest good-behavior of
the original GLSM. It is thus illuminating to verify that these effective GS models are in fact good
quantum-consistent GLSMs which flow to candidate CFTs in the IR.
In this section we marshall evidence that these GS effective theories do, in fact, flow to good
quantum-consistent CFTs in the IR. For simplicity, we focus on a special class of such GS models
which are fully linear (avoiding the logarithms which generically appear in such effective models).
Borrowing a technique from Silverstein and Witten [32], and following a similar analysis to that
in [7, 24], we identify a chiral left-moving conformal algebra in the UV that has all the properties
needed to flow to a left-moving conformal algebra in the IR. The existence of this algebra is
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equivalent to the vanishing of anomalies for specific left moving and right moving symmetries. We
briefly review the justification of this technique. We then present the details of the calculation in
the case of a single U(1) gauge group, then generalize the results to the case of multiple U(1)s. We
also compute and record the left and right central charges, and vector bundle rank, of the IR fixed
point theory as a function of the charges in the original quasi-linear model. We begin by identifying
the linear models of interest.
3.1 The Models
Consider the following models, which will be the focus of the rest of this section. As above, we begin
with chiral superfields, ΦI , fermi fields, Γ−A, and a set of U(1) vectors with fermi field strengths,
Υa, under which the matter fields have charges Q
a
I and q
a
A. The fermi multiplets again satisfy the
chiral constraint, D¯+Γ−A = EA (ΦI). The Lagrangian includes kinetic terms,
Lkin = −1
2
∫
d2θ
(
ieQ
a
IVaΦ¯ID−ΦI + eqaAVaΓ¯−AΓ−A + 1
4e2a
Υ¯aΥa
)
, (3.1)
where the ea are the gauge couplings, together with a chiral superpotential of the form,
LW = −1
2
∫
dθ+
(
µ Γ−AJ
A(Φ) +
1
4
taΥa
)
+ h.c. (3.2)
Here, the JA(Φ) are holomorphic functions of the ΦI with net gauge charge −qA such that the
superpotential is gauge-invariant. Chirality of the superpotential then requires that EAJ
A = 0.
The conventions and component expansions are listed in Appendix (A).
Since the fermions live in chiral representations, the gauge symmetry will again be anomalous
with anomaly matrix Aˆab = QaIQbI − qaAqbA. Instead of setting the anomaly to zero, however, we
now add to the model a set of Green-Schwarz axions, Yℓ, with shift-charges Qaℓ ,
δΛYl = −iQal Λa (3.3)
D−Yl = ∂−Yl + Q
a
l
2
(∂−Va + iAa) , (3.4)
standard gauge-invariant kinetic terms,
LY = − i
4
∫
d2θ+ k2l (Yl + Y¯l +Qal Va)D−(Yl − Y¯l) (3.5)
and a set of non-gauge-invariant Green-Schwarz terms,
LGS = 1
4
∫
d2θ+Cˆ[al Qb]lVaAb −
1
4
Cˆal
∫
dθ+ΥaYl + h.c. (3.6)
The Cˆaℓ specify the axial couplings of the axions to the gauge fields. Note that the anomaly itself
is strictly symmetric, while the axial term in LGS has a priori no symmetry. The purpose of the
V A term in LGS is to cancel the antisymmetric part of the axial term, leaving the symmetric part
to cancel the quantum anomaly.
The Yℓ fields may be thought of as Stu¨ckelberg fields for the anomalous gauge multiplets. In
particular, for any anomalous U(1) we can introduce a shift charged field, Y , together with suitable
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GS couplings, so that the anomaly cancels the variation of the classical action. Note that setting
the gauge Y = 0 we return to the original anomalous theory, though now with an explicit mass term
arising as the legacy of Y ’s kinetic term. For more details about quantizing anomalous theories
and applying the Stu¨ckelberg method to an anomalous action in the non-supersymmetric case see
[33].
3.1.1 Example: A Single U(1)
To gain a little familiarity with these shift fields, let’s take a brief look at the classical geometry in a
simple gauge invariant case, a single U(1) and shift field of charge, Q = 1, but no GS coupling, and
then highlight the subtlety when including the anomaly. The action and component expansions are
given in Appendix (B). For this simple model, the bosonic potential is given by:
U =
e2
8
(∑
I
QI |φI |2 + k2(y + y¯)− r
)2
+
µ2
2
∑
A
|JA|2 +
∑
A
|EA|2. (3.7)
The classical moduli space is obtained by restricting the field configuration to minimize the bosonic
potential: D = 0, JA = 0, and EA = 0. In focusing on the D-term constraint, we see that there are
no compact models with a single U(1) and a shift field. There always exists a runaway direction.
The vanishing of JA and EA cannot help with compactness, as the holomorphic hyper-surface of a
non-compact complex manifold is either a discrete set of points or non-compact.
Now consider the same model as above, but with an anomalous fermion content cancelled by a
GS term for Y ,
LGS = −1
4
Cˆ
∫
dθ+ΥY + h.c. (3.8)
One might naively be tempted to plug in the Wess-Zumino (WZ) component expansion for Υ and
Y .
LGS = −Cˆ
2
(
D(y + y¯)− iF+−(y − y¯) + iλ−χ+ + iλ¯−χ¯+
)
(3.9)
Yielding,
D = −e
2
2
(
∑
I
QI |φI |2 + (k2 − Cˆ)(y + y¯)− r).
This doesn’t make sense classically, however. The Lagrangian is not gauge invariant, and so fixing
WZ gauge in the classical action is not possible.
It is of course possible to do away with gauge symmetry completely and write down the full
component expansion. After appropriate field redefinitions, the component action is:
LGS = −Cˆ
2
(
D(y + y¯)− iF+−(y − y¯) + iλ−χ+ + iλ¯−χ¯+
)
+
Cˆ
2
(
D(s+ s¯)− iF+−(s− s¯) + iλ−ζ+ + iλ¯−ζ¯+
)
. (3.10)
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Where s and ζ+ encode the unfixed parts of the gauge field. This is going too far, however. This
action, and the corresponding modified D term,
D = −e
2
2
(
∑
I
QI |φI |2 + (k2 − Cˆ)(y + y¯) + Cˆ(s+ s¯)− r), (3.11)
should not be thought of as a good starting place for analyzing the topology and geometry. In
writing these classical expressions down we have neglected crucial one loop effects, not least of
which is the fact that the full theory is gauge invariant.
3.1.2 Y multiplets vs T 2 multiplets
In the models introduced in this section, the Green-Schwarz axion field is a (0, 2) chiral boson with
a shift gauge symmetry:
Y = y +
√
2θ+χ+ − iθ+θ¯+∂+y, ey ∈ C∗. (3.12)
This is a particular supersymmetric completion of the GS axion. Instead, we could have chosen a
different completion. For example, the torsion multiplet, Θ in [4, 7, 5] of the T 2 models is another
completion,
Θ = ϑ+
√
2θ+χ˜+ − iθ+θ¯+∂+ϑ, ϑ = θ1 + iθ2 ∈ T 2. (3.13)
Choosing a different supersymmetric completion of the GS axion has a natural interpretation in
terms of quotient actions of the target space. N = (0, 2) ensures that the target space is a complex
manifold; precisely what the complex structure is follows from the action of SUSY on the real
scalars; fixing this SUSY action then fixes the action of the complexified gauge group, and thus
determines the topology of the quotient. Inequivalent SUSY completions of the GS-axion thus
correspond to different quotient actions. The effective geometry of the T 2 multiplet is analyzed
carefully in [4].
3.2 Methodology
The algebra of a (0, 2) superconformal field theory consists of a left moving stress tensor, TL, a
right moving stress tensor, TR, right moving supercurrents, G±R , and a right moving R current JR.
We will rely on the existence of an additional left moving current, JL, to have some control in the
IR. These operators satisfy the following OPE algebra:
12
JL(x−)JL(y−) ∼ rL(x−−y−)2 JR(x+)JR(y+) ∼ 12 cˆR(x+−y+)2
JR(x+)G±R (y+) ∼ ±
G±
R
(y+)
x+−y+
G+R (x+)G−R (y+) ∼ 12 cˆR(x+−y+)3 +
JR(y
+)
(x+−y+)2
+
TR(y
+)+ 1
2
∂+JR(y
+)
x+−y+
TL(x−)TL(y−) ∼ 12 cL(x−−y−)4 + 2
TL(y
−)
(x−−y−)2
TR(x+)TR(y+) ∼ 34 cˆR(x+−y+)4 + 2
TR(y
+)
(x+−y+)2
+∂−TL(y
−)
x−−y−
+∂+TR(y
+)
x+−y+
TL(x−)JL(y−) ∼ JL(y
−)
(x−−y−)2
+ ∂−JL(y
−)
x−−y−
TR(x+)JR(y+) ∼ JR(y
+)
(x+−y+)2
+ ∂+JR(y
+)
x+−y+
(3.14)
In this section we identify theories which are believed to flow to such superconformal field theories
with nontrivial central charge and vector bundle rank at their IR fixed point. We find these theories
by constructing models that posses such an algebra in cohomology even in the UV. Though this is
neither necessary nor sufficient to guarantee the existence of the IR algebra9, it is usually taken as
strong motivation[32, 5, 24, 6].
The (0, 2) supersymmetry algebra contains the anti-commutation relation:
{Q¯+, Q+} = 2P+. (3.15)
As such, elements of Q¯+ cohomology are in one to one correspondence with left moving ground
states. Furthermore, correlators of cohomology elements are protected.10 This motivates searching
for the left moving components of the superconformal algebra in cohomology. It turns out that it
is more convenient to identify states in D¯+ cohomology rather than Q+ cohomology. This is not a
problem, as the two operators are conjugate.
Even after finding candidate chiral currents, one might imagine that calculating the OPEs would
be difficult in the presence of a superpotential and gauge interactions. As it turns out this is not
an issue. Due to the magic of supersymmetry, there is a dramatic simplification when considering
left moving ground states. As explained in [32], the superpotential comes with a dimension-full
parameter, µ. By power counting, any term in the operator algebra that contains a factor of µ
must also contain a factor of x2 and so vanishes in the x+ → 0 limit, while the gauge interactions
flow away in the UV. This means that we can use the free field OPEs in calculating the algebra.
So far this has just been a discussion of the left moving part of the algebra. As we will see in the
following sections, however, the existence of this left moving algebra relies heavily on having a non
anomalous R-symmetry. Once this R-symmetry is discovered, the rest of the right moving algebra
is guaranteed, as long as supersymmetry is preserved. In the next few sections we walk through
the construction of the currents and the calculation of their algebra for the models of interest.
9It is conceivable that the UV (0, 2) algebra does not describe the IR fixed point; further operators may appear
near the fixed point, the theory may become trivial, etc. . . .
10Imagine that the action depends on some parameter, t, multiplying a Q¯+ commutator, L = L0 + t[Q¯+,O], then
correlators of Q¯+ cohomology elements are independent of t. A specific realization of this will allow us to compute
the OPEs.
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3.3 Gauge Invariant Model
To begin with, let’s examine the case of a single U(1) and shift field coupled in a gauge invariant
fashion. We consider a model with fairly generic field content:
ΦI , Γ−A, Y (3.16)
with the usual chirality constraints
D+ΦI = D+Y = 0, D+Γ−A =
√
2 EA. (3.17)
For now, we will focus on a single U(1) gauge field. The action is
L = −1
2
∫
d2θ+
(
i
∑
I
eQIV Φ¯ID−ΦI + ik
2
2
(Y + Y¯ + V )D−(Y − Y¯ ) +
∑
A
eqAV Γ¯−AΓ−A +
1
4e2
Υ¯Υ
)
−µ
2
∫
dθ+
∑
A
Γ−AJ
A + h.c. (3.18)
Here
∑
AEAJ
A = 0 in order to preserve supersymmetry.
This action is classically gauge invariant. In what follows we will write down the conditions for
the gauge symmetry to be anomaly free.
3.3.1 Equations of Motion
The equations of motion for these models are:
D+
(
eqAV Γ¯−A
)
= −µ JA (3.19)
D+
(
eQIVD−Φ¯I
)
= −iµ
∑
A
Γ−A∂IJ
A + i
√
2
∑
A
eqAV Γ¯−A∂IEA (3.20)
k2D+
(D−Y¯ ) = −iµ Γ−A∂Y JA + i√2∑
A
eqAV Γ¯−A∂Y EA (3.21)
1
2e2
D+
(
∂−Υ¯
)
=
∑
I
eQIVQIΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV qAΓ¯−AΓ−A + k
2D−Y¯ . (3.22)
3.3.2 Global Symmetries
We are interested in models which posses global symmetries, ΦI → e−iαI ǫΦI , in addition to the
gauge symmetry. In particular we want candidate U(1)L and U(1)R symmetries. We need further
constraints on EA and J
A for our theory to be invariant under these global symmetries. First
of all, Γ−A and J
A must have opposite charges; JA
(
Y − iκǫ, e−iαI ǫΦI
)
= eiβAǫJA; while EA and
Γ−A must have the same charge; EA
(
Y − iκǫ, e−iαI ǫΦI
)
= e−iβAǫEA. These relations imply the
following quasi-homogeneity conditions.∑
I
αIΦI∂IJ
A + κ∂Y J
A + βAJ
A = 0 (3.23)
∑
I
αIΦI∂IEA + κ∂Y EA − βAEA = 0 (3.24)
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Where κ is the charge of the shift field, Y , αI are charges for the chiral scalars, ΦI , and βA are
charges for the fermi multiplets, Γ−A.
One needs a little more care for the R-symmetry due to the fact that both θ+ and D+ have
R charge +1. Preserving R-symmetry requires Γ−AJ
A to have R charge +1. Thus the JA have
R charges −βRA + 1, while the EA have R charges βRA + 1. The quasi-homogeneity conditions
corresponding to the R-symmetry are:∑
I
αRI ΦI∂IJ
A + κR∂Y J
A + (βRA − 1)JA = 0∑
I
α˜IΦI∂IEA + κ
R∂Y EA − (βRA + 1)EA = 0.
Now that we have our equations of motion and quasi-homogeneity conditions we can begin to
search for the chiral superconformal algebra. In particular we will identify chiral superfield currents
J+L and T
++, whose lowest components are gauge invariant conserved currents which satisfy the
conformal OPE relations.
We begin by discussing the various U(1) currents in our theory,
3.3.3 U(1) Currents
In our class of models, there are three U(1) symmetries of particular interest: U(1)G gauge, U(1)R
and global U(1)L symmetry. Each of these plays a critical role in constructing the IR theory and
the (0, 2) superconformal algebra. The gauge symmetry effects a quotient of the target space,
and ensuring gauge invariance at the quantum level is crucial. The U(1)L symmetry descends to
the IR and can be used for the GSO projection in string backgrounds. As we will see, having a
non-anomalous U(1)R current is essential for constructing the chiral, left moving stress tensor.
Let us start by exploring the gauge current.
j+G = −i
∑
I
QIφID−φ¯I −
∑
A
qAγ−Aγ¯−A − ik2D−y¯ (3.25)
j−G = i
∑
I
QI φ¯ID+φI −
∑
I
QIψ+I ψ¯+I + ik
2D+y (3.26)
Note, the current is neutral, so it is conserved both partially and covariantly. The superfield
completion is
J+G = −i
(∑
I
eQIVQIΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV qAΓ¯−AΓ−A + k
2D−Y¯
)
(3.27)
J−G =
1
2
D+
(∑
I
QIΦ¯ID+
(
eQIV ΦI
)
+ k2D+ (Y + V )
)
. (3.28)
It is nice to see that J−G is D+ trivial. Thus the interesting contribution of the gauge current in
cohomology comes purely from J+G .
In order to check the chirality of J+G , recall the EOM:
1
2e2
D+
(
∂−Υ¯
)
=
∑
I
eQIVQIΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV qAΓ−AΓ−A + k
2D−Y¯ = iJ+G , (3.29)
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J+G is exact up to equations of motion. D+J
+
G = 0 follows from the fact that D
2
+ = 0. Another
way to see this is to apply D+ directly to J
+
G . Using the classical EOM and the quasi-homogeneity
conditions, one can explicitly check that J+G is chiral.
For any other global symmetry, in particular for U(1)L, the procedure to find a gauge invariant
chiral current is similar and we get:
J+L = −i
(∑
I
eQIV αLI ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV βLAΓ¯−AΓ−A + k
2κLD−Y¯
)
. (3.30)
Classical chirality, D+J
+
L |EOMs = 0, can be checked using the EOM and the quasi-homogeneity
conditions.
The R-current is a little trickier, as the component fields come with different R charges. The
lowest component of the R-current is:
ij+R =
∑
I
αRI φID−φ¯I − i
∑
A
βRAγ−Aγ¯−A + k
2κRD−y¯ + i
2e2
λ¯−λ− (3.31)
ij−R = −
∑
I
(
αRI φID+φ¯I − i
(
αRI − 1
)
ψ¯+Iψ+I
)− k2κRD+y − ik2χ¯+χ+ (3.32)
which is gauge invariant and conserved.
3.3.4 Further Modification of Chiral Currents
A classically chiral current for a given symmetry, J+S , can fail to be chiral in a quantum theory.
The supersymmetric extension of the chiral anomaly, known as the Konishi anomaly[34], in 1+1
dimensions 11, tells us that
〈D+J+〉 = 〈ASΥ
8π
〉. (3.33)
where AS is the anomaly coefficient for the given symmetry.
Generically it is not possible to remove this anomaly by redefining the current in a manner that
preserves gauge invariance. As noted in [24], however, when there is a shift charged field in the
game we can remove the anomaly. This freedom to redefine the current is easy to understand by
looking at the bosonic components. In two dimensions the anomaly is given by ∂µj
µ ∝ ǫµν∂µAν .
It is possible to define a new conserved current, j˜µ = jµ − ǫµνAν , but this is not gauge invariant.
If we have a shift field, θ, at our disposal we can do better and define, j˜µ = jµ − ǫµν(∂νθ + Aν).
This is gauge invariant and conserved. This new current corresponds to adding a term of the form
θǫµνFµν to the quantum effective action and then improving the resulting current. Note, that this
addition to the action is just the form of a Green-Schwarz term.
The superfield completion of this effect is:
J˜+S = J
+
S + i
NS
4π
D−Y. (3.34)
11 See, for example Appendix C of [24] and section 3 of [30].
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The modified currents is no longer (classically) chiral:
D+
(
J+S + i
NS
4π
D−Y
)
= −NS
8π
Υ. (3.35)
If we choose NS = AS, however, the classical non-chirality of this modified current exactly cancels
the one-loop contribution12.
3.3.5 Stress Tensor
Now that we have understood the U(1) currents, let’s move on to constructing the chiral stress
tensor.
The unimproved stress tensor can be obtained from No¨ether’s procedure, however this is not
gauge invariant. Using integration by parts, the gauge invariant superfield completion of the stress
tensor is:
T++0 = −
1
2
(
i
4e2
Υ∂−Υ¯ +
∑
I
eQIVD−ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV Γ¯−AD−Γ−A + k2D−YD−Y¯
)
.
This is equivalent to promoting the gravitational stress tensor to superspace.
Acting with D+ on T
++
0 and using the EOM and quasi-homogeneity conditions we get:
D+T
++
0 =
1
2
µ ∂−
(
Γ−AJ
A
)
. (3.36)
Thus T++0 is not quite chiral. We would like to improve it to a chiral stress tensor without ruining
the conservation.
To achieve this, recall that a conserved current J µ can be improved to J ′µ by adding the
divergence of an antisymmetric operator.
J ′µ = J µ + ∂νK [µν], → ∂µJ ′µ = ∂µ
(
J µ + ∂νK [µν]
)
= 0 (3.37)
We want to find a K [µν] that renders T++ chiral. In our case this will be of the form, ǫµν∂νF .
As demonstrated by Silverstein and Witten [32], given an R-symmetry, finding K [µν] is a simple
matter. Consider the following, non-conserved, current:
J˜+R = −i
(∑
I
eQIV αRI ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV (βRA + 1)Γ¯−AΓ−A + k
2κRD−Y¯
)
. (3.38)
Where αRI are the R-charges of the chiral scalars, β
R
I are the R-charges of the left-moving fermions
in the fermi multiplets, and κR denotes the R-charge of the shift field.
12For some theories, further modification of currents is possible. Adding i
N
′
S
4pi
D−Y¯ , for instance, works for theories
in which JA and EA are independent of Y as the EOMs give D+
(
D−Y¯
)
= 0 . One example of this kind of theory is
the HK [24] model.
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We emphasize that this is NOT the R-current. This would be a regular chiral current for a
global symmetry under which all components of each superfield transform with the same charge.
However, as the quasi-homogeneity conditions corresponding to the R-symmetry are different from
those for a standard global symmetry, the given current is not quite chiral.
D+J˜
+
R |EOMs = −2µ Γ−AJA, (3.39)
In fact, J˜+R is not chiral in exactly the correct way to compensate for the non-chirality of T
++
0 .
Now, we are able to construct a chiral stress tensor:
T++ ≡ T++0 +
i
4
∂−J˜
+
R
= −1
2
(
i
4e2
Υ∂−Υ¯ +
∑
I
eQIVD−ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV Γ¯−AD−Γ−A + k2D−YD−Y¯
)
+
1
4
∂−
(∑
I
eQIV αRI ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV (βRA + 1)Γ¯−AΓ−A + k
2κRD−Y¯
)
,
(3.40)
such that
D+T
++|EOMs = 0. (3.41)
The lowest component is:
t++ = −1
2
(∑
I
D−φID−φ¯I + i
∑
A
γ¯−AD−γ−A + k2D−yD−y¯ + i
2e2
λD−λ¯
)
+
1
4
∂−
(∑
I
αRI φID−φ¯I + i
∑
A
(βRA + 1)γ¯−Aγ−A + k
2κRD−y¯
)
, (3.42)
which we identify as flowing to the IR stress tensor TL.
To summarize, exploiting the existence of an R-symmetry and its quasi-homogeneity conditions,
we are able to identify a chiral, gauge invariant, and left moving stress tensor.
3.3.6 Operator Product Expansion for Chiral Operators
Now that we have constructed candidate chiral operators, let’s check the operator algebra. We
consider a larger algebra, containing the gauge currents as well as the stress tensor and U(1)L
current. The OPEs of the gauge current give the gauge and chiral anomalies. When calculating
the Operator Product Expansion of the currents and stress tensor, we may use the free field OPEs
for our component fields.
In the UV, where e → 0, we can rescale our gauge field strengthΥ → eΥ to go to a free theory.
The chiral operators in the free theory and the R-current are given below. We have not included
the potential modifications of section (3.3.4) because, as mentioned, they correspond to using the
Green-Schwarz mechanism, which we address in the next section.
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j+G = −i
∑
I
QIφI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
qAγ¯−Aγ−A − ik2∂−y¯
j+L = −i
∑
I
αLI φI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
βLAγ¯−Aγ−A − ik2κL∂−y¯
t++ = −1
2
(∑
I
∂−φI∂−φ¯I + i
∑
A
γ¯−A∂−γ−A + k
2∂−y∂−y¯ +
i
2
λ∂−λ¯
)
+
1
4
∂−
(∑
I
αRI φI∂−φ¯I + i
∑
A
(βRA + 1)γ¯−Aγ−A + k
2κR∂−y¯
)
j+R = −i
∑
I
αRI φI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
βRA γ¯−Aγ−A − ik2κR∂−y¯ +
1
2
λ¯−λ−
j−R = i
∑
I
(
αRI φI∂+φ¯I − i
(
αRI − 1
)
ψ¯+Iψ+I
)
+ ik2κR∂+y¯ − k2χ¯+χ+ (3.43)
The singular part of the operator product expansion for relevant operators are:
j+G(x) j
+
G(y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
QIQI −
∑
A
qAqA
)
j+G(x) j
+
L (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
QIα
L
I −
∑
A
qAβ
L
A
)
j+L (x) j
+
L (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
αLI α
L
I −
∑
A
βLAβ
L
A
)
j+R (x) j
+
R (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2

∑
I
αRI α
R
I −
∑
A
βRAβ
R
A − 1︸︷︷︸
λ−


j−R (x) j
−
R (y) ∼
1
(x+ − y+)2

∑
I
αRI α
R
I −
∑
I
(
αRI − 1
)2 − 1︸︷︷︸
χ+


j+G(x) t
++(y) ∼ i
2(x− − y−)3
(∑
I
QIα
R
I −
∑
I
QI −
∑
A
qAβ
R
A
)
− 1
2
j+G
(x− − y−)2 −
1
2
∂−j
+
G
(x− − y−)
j+L (x) t
++(y) ∼ i
2(x− − y−)3
(∑
I
αLI α
R
I −
∑
I
αLI −
∑
A
βLAβ
R
A
)
− 1
2
j+L
(x− − y−)2 −
1
2
∂−j
+
L
(x− − y−)
t++(x) t++(y) ∼ 1
8(x− − y−)4
(∑
I
(
3(αRI − 1)2 − 1
)
+
∑
A
(
1− 3(βRA )2
))
−1
2
(
t++
(x− − y−)2 +
∂−t
++
(x− − y−)
)
(3.44)
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3.3.7 Conditions for Conformality
As mentioned previously, classically chiral operators can be anomalous. In order to check the
chirality at the quantum level one should investigate whether chirality holds within correlation
functions. It can be shown that checking this is equivalent to the vanishing of the most singular
terms in the gauge current OPE relations, see appendix D. Requiring the existence of a chiral, (0, 2)
superconformal algebra yields the following anomaly cancellation conditions:
U(1)G U(1)G :
∑
I
QIQI −
∑
A
qAqA = 0
U(1)G U(1)R :
∑
I
QI
(
αRI − 1
) −∑
A
qAβ
R
A = 0
U(1)G U(1)L :
∑
I
QIα
L
I −
∑
A
qAβ
L
A = 0
U(1)L U(1)R :
∑
I
αLI
(
αRI − 1
)−∑
A
βLAβ
R
A = 0. (3.45)
The charge and rank of the vector bundle in the IR theory may also be gleaned from the leading
singularities of the OPEs.
JL(x) JL(y) ∼ rL
(x− − y−)2 (3.46)
TL(x) TL(y) ∼ 1
2
cL
(x− − y−)4 +
2
(x− − y−)2T (y) +
1
(x− − y−)∂−T (y) (3.47)
JR(x) JR(y) ∼ 1
2
cˆR
(x+ − y+)2 . (3.48)
The last equation is equivalent to calculating the leading coefficient of the j+Rj
+
R OPE and sub-
tracting the leading coefficient of the j−R j
−
R OPE. This gives one third of the right moving central
charge cˆR =
1
3cR. It is conventional to normalize TL = −2 t++. Then the UV OPEs tell us that:
cL =
∑
I
(
3(αRI − 1)2 − 1
)
+
∑
A
(
1− 3(βRA )2
)
(3.49)
rL =
∑
I
αLI α
L
I −
∑
A
βLAβ
L
A (3.50)
cˆR =
∑
I
(
αRI − 1
)2 −∑
A
βRAβ
R
A . (3.51)
Note, cL − cR =
∑
A 1−
∑
I 1, which is an RG invariant quantity as expected.
3.4 Anomalous Model with Green-Schwarz Mechanism
Now that we have warmed up with the classically gauge invariant case, lets consider adding to the
action the following non-gauge invariant piece, to incorporate the Green-Schwarz mechanism.
LGS = −Cˆ
4
∫
dθ+YΥ+ h.c. (3.52)
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Here we take Cˆ to be real which represents a convention for the periodicity of the imaginary part
of Y . The motivation behind adding this term is that this classical, gauge variant piece will cancel
against the quantum anomaly. This is reasonable as the classical variation of the added term has
exactly the same form as an anomaly.
We follow the same procedure as before, but now with the GS term. The equations of motion
are slightly modified.
D+
(
eqAV Γ¯−A
)
= −µ JA (3.53)
D+
(
eQIVD−Φ¯I
)
= −iµ
∑
A
Γ−A∂IJ
A + i
√
2
∑
A
eqAV Γ¯−A∂IEA (3.54)
k2D+
(D−Y¯ ) = iµ∑
A
Γ−AJ
′Ae−Y − i
√
2
∑
A
eqAV Γ¯−AE
′
Ae
−Y − iCˆ
2
Υ (3.55)
1
2e2
D+∂−Υ¯ =
∑
I
eQIVQIΦID−Φ¯i + i
∑
A
eqAV qAΓ¯−AΓ−A + k
2D−Y¯ − Cˆ ∂−Y (3.56)
It is interesting to note that acting with D+ on the last equation and using the quasi-homogeneity
conditions reveals:
CˆΥ = 0. (3.57)
When the shift field is charged and the GS mechanism is in play, the field strength multiplet
vanishes on-shell.
3.4.1 Modification of Currents: Stress tensor and U(1) currents
The action is no longer gauge invariant. As a consequence, the canonical currents transform under
the gauge variation. All is not lost, however. Thanks to the shift field we may improve the currents
to be gauge invariant.
Let us consider the contribution from the GS term to the currents. An interesting feature of the
GS term is that, though it destroys classical gauge invariance, it preserves the global part of the
symmetry. The action shifts by a total derivative.
Recall that when the action changes by a total derivative under a symmetry transformation,
δL(x) = ∂µKµ,
the conservation of currents get shifted.
∂µj
µ(x) = δL(x) − δS
δφa(x)
δφa(x) = ∂µK
µ(x)− δS
δφa(x)
δφa(x)
∂µ (j
µ(x)−Kµ(x)) = 0. (3.58)
The shift field transforms as y → y − iκ and the GS term leads to the variation:
δLGS = −1
2
Cˆκ(∂+v− − ∂−v+), (3.59)
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implying K+ = −12 Cˆκv−. Thus the effect of the GS term on the currents is:
j+ → j+ + 1
2
Cˆκv−, (3.60)
which is not gauge invariant. This is plausible as the GS term is not gauge invariant. Luckily, as
mentioned, the shift field allows us to improve the current to a gauge invariant form.
j+ → j+ − iCˆκ∂−y (3.61)
The supersymmetric completion of this is:
J+ → J+ − iCˆκD−Y. (3.62)
Notice that this is exactly the form of the current modification in 3.3.4. Thus with the GS contri-
bution our supersymmetric currents can be written as,
J+G = −i
(∑
I
eQIVQIΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV qAΓ¯−AΓ−A + k
2D−Y¯ + Cˆ D−Y
)
(3.63)
J+L = −i
(∑
I
eQIV αLI ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV βLAΓ¯−AΓ−A + k
2κLD−Y¯ + κCˆD−Y
)
. (3.64)
These are gauge invariant and chiral, as before.
A little more care is required to construct the stress tensor. Recall that the canonical stress tensor
is not always gauge invariant. In fact, it can in general only be improved to be gauge invariant
on shell. Varying with respect to the metric, however, produces a gauge invariant, symmetric,
conserved stress tensor. Indeed this is one way to derive the expression for T++0 , (3.36). This
method of constructing the stress tensor is particularly nice. The Green Schwarz term is metric-
independent and so does not contribute to this definition of the stress tensor. The improvement
term does change. Just as for the regular currents we have:
J˜+R → J˜+R − i
κRCˆ
Q D−Y. (3.65)
Putting this together yields an expression for T++.
T++ = −1
2
(
i
4e2
Υ∂−Υ¯ +
∑
I
eQIVD−ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV Γ¯−AD−Γ−A + k2D−YD−Y¯
)
+
1
4
∂−
(∑
I
eQIV αRI ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eqAV (βRA + 1)Γ¯−AΓ−A + k
2κRD−Y¯ + κ
RCˆ
Q D−Y
)
(3.66)
The chirality of this expression is ensured by the vanishing of the field strength multiplet.
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3.4.2 Conditions for Conformality
With the improved gauge invariant currents, we can obtain constraints on the existence of an IR
conformal algebra. As in the gauge invariant case (D), we check that the chirality condition is
not anomalous. The details of the calculation are relegated to Appendix (C), but the results are
presented below. For our model with GS term to flow into a (0, 2) superconformal field theory, we
require the following anomaly cancellation conditions:
U(1)G U(1)G :
∑
I
QIQI −
∑
A
qAqA − 2Cˆ = 0
U(1)G U(1)R :
∑
I
QI
(
αRI − 1
)−∑
A
qAβ
R
A − 2CˆκR = 0
U(1)G U(1)L :
∑
I
QIα
L
I −
∑
A
qAβ
L
A − 2CˆκL = 0
U(1)L U(1)R :
∑
I
αLI
(
αRI − 1
)−∑
A
βLAβ
R
A − 2CˆκLκR = 0. (3.67)
When there is a non trivial IR theory, the central charges and the rank of the vector bundle can
also be identified, including the modifications from the GS term, this gives:
cL =
∑
I
(
3(αRI − 1)2 − 1
)
+
∑
A
(
1− 3(βRA)2
)− 6Cˆ(κR)2 (3.68)
rL =
∑
I
αLI α
L
I −
∑
A
βLAβ
L
A − 2Cˆ(κL)2 (3.69)
cˆR =
∑
I
(
αRI − 1
)2 −∑
A
βRAβ
R
A − 2Cˆ(κR)2. (3.70)
3.5 Multiple U(1)s
Now that we have warmed up with a single gauge group and shift field, we are ready to take on
the more general case. The action is written in equations (B.1-B.6), but we repeat it below.
L = Lgk + L1 + LW + LGS + LFI (3.71)
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Where:
Lgk = −1
2
∑
a
∫
d2θ+
1
4e2a
Υ¯aΥa (3.72)
L1 = −1
2
∫
d2θ+
(
i
∑
I
eQ
a
I
VaΦ¯ID−ΦI + i
∑
l
k2l
2
(Yl + Y¯l +Qal Va)D−(Yl − Y¯l) +
∑
A
eq
a
A
VaΓ¯−AΓ−A
)
(3.73)
LW = −µ
2
∫
dθ+
∑
A
Γ−AJ
A + h.c. (3.74)
LGS = 1
4
∫
d2θ+
∑
a,b,l
Cˆ[al Qb]lVaAb −
1
4
∑
a,l
Cˆal
∫
dθ+ΥaYl + h.c. (3.75)
LFI = −1
4
∑
a
ta
∫
dθ+Υa + h.c. (3.76)
3.5.1 Equations of Motion
The equations of motion differ only by the addition of extra indices.
D¯+
(
eq
a
A
VaΓ¯−A
)
= −µ JA (3.77)
D¯+
(
eQ
a
IVaD−Φ¯I
)
= −iµ
∑
A
Γ−A∂IJ
A + i
√
2
∑
A
eq
a
AVaΓ¯−A∂IEA (3.78)
k2l D¯+
(D−Y¯l) = −iµ∑
A
Γ−A∂lJ
A + i
√
2
∑
A
eq
a
A
VaΓ¯−A∂lEA − i
2
∑
a
CˆalΥa (3.79)
1
2e2a
(
D¯+Υ¯a −D+Υa
)
=
∑
I
eQ
b
IVbQaI |ΦI |2 +
∑
l
(k2lQal − Cˆal)(Yl + Y¯l +QblVb) +
∑
b,l
Cˆ(al Qb)lVb
(3.80)
− 1
2e2a
(
D¯+∂−Υ¯a +D+∂−Υa
)
=
∑
I
eQ
b
IVbQaI Φ¯I
←→D −ΦI +
∑
l
(k2lQal + Cˆal)D−(Yl − Y¯l)− i
∑
b,l
Cˆ(al Qb)lAb
− 2i
∑
A
eq
b
AVbqaAΓ¯−AΓ−A (3.81)
Combining the last two of these yields:
1
2e2a
D¯+∂−Υ¯a =
∑
I
eQ
b
I
VbQaIΦID−Φ¯I +
∑
l
(
k2lQalD−Y¯l − CˆalD−Yl
)
+
i
2
∑
b,l
Cˆ(al Qb)l(Ab − i∂−Vb)
+i
∑
A
eq
b
A
VbqaAΓ¯−AΓ−A (3.82)
Notice that acting with D+ on the above equation, we find:
0 =
∑
b,l
Cˆ(al Qb)l Υb (3.83)
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3.5.2 Modification of U(1) currents
Now let us look at the various currents. Constructing the gauge invariant conserved currents is a
little more involved. The results are:
iJa+G =
∑
I
eQ
b
I
VbQaIΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eq
b
A
VbqaAΓ¯−AΓ−A +
∑
l
(
k2lQalD−Y¯l + Ual∂−Yl +
i
2
CˆblQal (Ab − i∂−Vb)
)
iJ+L =
∑
I
eQ
a
IVaαLI ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eq
a
AVaβLAΓ¯−AΓ−A +
∑
l
(
k2l κ
L
l D−Y¯l + ULl∂−Yl +
i
2
CˆblκLl (Ab − i∂−Vb)
)
.
Here the Us are chosen to make the various currents gauge invariant:∑
l
UalQbl =
∑
l
CˆblQal (3.84)∑
l
ULlQbl =
∑
l
CˆblκLl . (3.85)
It is not true that every model admits Us satisfying these conditions. Consider, for example, a
model consisting of two U(1)s, with a single shift charged field Y , charged under a single factor,
Qa = (0, 2), with a particular GS term specified by Cˆa = (1, 0). This gives the symmetric anomaly
matrix and anti-symmetric matrix:
Cˆ(aQb) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
Cˆ[aQb] =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. (3.86)
Bosonic component fields of the GS Lagrangian can be written as:
LGS = θǫµνF1µν − 2ǫµνA1µA2ν . (3.87)
The variation of this term is symmetric and can be cancelled off of otherwise anomalous fermion
content, rendering the total anomaly zero. Despite this apparent good behavior, the term con-
tributes to the U(1) currents in a gauge variant fashion.
jµ1 ∝ θǫµνA1ν + . . . (3.88)
Since Y doesn’t shift under the first U(1), this cannot be improved to a gauge invariant expression.
There exists no U for this theory.
The existence of gauge invariant currents imposes non-trivial constraints on the matrix Cal. Of
course, if Q is invertible, i.e. if there is a shift charged field for every U(1) factor, then Ua and
UL exist. These constrains should imply non-trivial restrictions on the types of geometries that
can be realized via (0, 2) Green-Schwarz GLSMs. It would be interesting to understand the larger
implications of these equations and whether they have a natural mathematical interpretation.
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The stress tensor is defined in a similar fashion as before, however now the existence of a gauge
invariant R current requires a UR. The stress tensor is given by:
T++ = −1
2
(∑
a
i
4e2
Υa∂−Υ¯a +
∑
I
eQ
a
IVaD−ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eq
a
AVaΓ¯−AD−Γ−A +
∑
l
k2lD−YD−Y¯
)
+
1
4
∂−
(∑
I
eQ
a
IVaαRI ΦID−Φ¯I + i
∑
A
eq
a
AVa(βRA + 1)Γ¯−AΓ−A +
∑
l
k2l κ
R
l D−Y¯
+ URl∂−Yl + i
2
CˆblκRl (Ab − i∂−Vb)
)
. (3.89)
With: ∑
l
URlQbl =
∑
l
CˆblκRl . (3.90)
T++ is manifestly gauge invariant. Chirality follows from the equations of motion and the quasi-
homogeneity conditions.
3.5.3 Conditions on Quantum Chirality: Multiple U(1)s and Shift Fields
When there exist improved gauge invariant currents, we can use them to obtain constraints on the
existence of an IR conformal algebra. The details of the calculation are in Appendix (C) and only
the results are presented below.
The anomaly cancellation conditions for multiple U(1)s and shift fields are:
U(1)aG U(1)
b
G :
∑
I
QaIQ
b
I −
∑
A
qaAq
b
A − 2
∑
l
U (al Qb)l = 0
U(1)aG U(1)R :
∑
I
QaIα
R
I −
∑
I
QaI −
∑
A
qaAβ
R
I − 2
∑
l
Cˆal κRl = 0
U(1)aG U(1)L :
∑
I
QaIα
L
I −
∑
A
qaAβ
L
A −
∑
l
(
UalκLl + ULlQal
)
= 0
U(1)L U(1)R :
∑
I
αLI α
R
I −
∑
I
αLI −
∑
A
βLAβ
R
A −
∑
l
(
ULlκRl + URlκLl
)
= 0. (3.91)
One can also calculate parameters of the CFT and central charges get contribution from multiple
gauge generators and shift fields
cL =
∑
I
(
3(αRI − 1)2 − 1
)
+
∑
A
(
1− 3(βRA)2
)− 6∑
l
URlκRl +
∑
l
2−
∑
a
2 (3.92)
rL =
∑
I
αLI α
L
I −
∑
A
βLAβ
L
A − 2
∑
l
ULlκLl (3.93)
cˆR =
∑
I
(
αRI − 1
)2 −∑
A
βRAβ
R
A −
∑
a
1− 2
∑
l
URlκRl +
∑
l
1 (3.94)
Again cL − cR is manifestly invariant.
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4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have argued that non-Ka¨hler geometries with H-flux satisfying the modified
Bianchi identity can be described by standard (0, 2) GLSMs without any additional structure. At
low energies, the non-trivial H-flux is realized through a set of effective Green-Schwarz terms can-
celing an anomaly in the fermion measure. These Green-Schwarz terms arise by integrating out
charged fermions which are massive in the local patch of the moduli space; the Green-Schwarz
terms ensure the cancellation of the total anomaly after truncating to the (would-be anomalous)
spectrum of surviving light fermions. This clarifies, for example, how dH 6= 0 arises in (0, 2) defor-
mations of (2, 2) models corresponding to deformations of the vector bundle away from standard
embedding. This improved understanding of the familiar (0, 2) GLSM then allows us to realize var-
ious previously-constructed quasi-linear models for non-Ka¨hler manifolds with torsion [4, 6, 9, 8]
as effective descriptions of certain patches of the moduli space of elementary (0, 2) GLSMs.
As an independent check of the consistency of these effective descriptions, we studied the quantum
consistency of a simple class of such quasi-linear models involving an anomalous gauge group
together with anomaly canceling Green-Schwarz axions. Effectively, this linearizes the GS sector.
This allowed us to show, following [32, 5], that GS anomaly cancellation in these models ensures
the existence of an off-shell N = 2 superconformal multiplet whose OPE algebra closes correctly
within Q+-cohomology. We then used these OPEs to compute the central charge of the (0, 2) SCFT
to which the theory is expected to flow in the IR.
Many questions remain about the geometry and moduli space of such (0, 2) GLSMs and their
quasi-linear effective descriptions. At a technical level, it would be reassuring to explicitly derive
the equivalence between the NLSM and GLSM completions of models with trR ∧ R 6= TrF ∧ F
by computing the full one-loop effective action of the GLSM and verifying that it is in the same
universality class as the standard NLSM construction of [17, 18]. It would be surprising if these
construction do not agree, since that would give us a new way to complete naively anomalous string
theories to good compactifications.
Much more interesting are questions about the global moduli space of generic (0, 2) GLSMs.
What, in the GLSM, distinguishes models which topologically admit a Ka¨hler structure (such as
small deformations of (2, 2) models) from models which do not (such as the non-Ka¨hler T 2-fibration
GLSMs of [4])? Relatedly, when can two such models (one admitting a Ka¨hler structure, one not)
be realized as different phases of a single underlying GLSM connected by a smooth quantum
transition? More generally, what is the global moduli space of a (0, 2) GLSM and does it contain
multiple inequivalent (2, 2) sub-loci which are embedded smoothly? To this end, it would also be of
great interest to be able to compute topological invariants for specific non-Ka¨hler manifolds using
the structure of the (0, 2) GLSM.
Another interesting question is whether worldsheet duality along the lines of [35, 36, 23, 37] might
be applicable to the GS axion models. On the surface it would seem less than useful – under such an
abelian duality, axial couplings of a scalar to a gauge field are exchanged with canonical couplings,
but in the present models our GS scalars are both axially and canonically coupled. However, the
role of the anomaly may alter the naive dualization. Even if the anomaly just goes along for the
ride, however, such dualities may prove helpful in patching together a clear picture of the moduli
space of these theories.
There are clearly many interesting geometric questions waiting to be attacked through more
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careful analysis of the torsional moduli space of (0, 2) GLSMs. We hope to return to them soon.
Note Added: During the completion of this text, a paper with some overlap with our observa-
tions appeared on the arxiv, [38].
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A Conventions
A.1 Coordinates
We work in 1 + 1 space-time dimensions with coordinates x0, x1 and Lorentzian metric. For most
of the calculations we use light-cone coordinates. The relevant formulae are:
x± =
1
2
(x0 ± x1), ∂± = ∂0 ± ∂1, g+−(lc) = ǫ+− = −
1
2
. (A.1)
We have superspace coordinates, θ+, and θ¯+. Integrals are normalized as:∫
d2θθ+θ¯+ =
∫
dθ+θ+ = −
∫
dθ¯+θ¯+ = 1. (A.2)
We also define superspace operators:
Q+ =
∂
∂θ+
+ iθ¯+∂+, Q¯+ = − ∂
∂θ¯+
− iθ+∂+ (A.3)
D+ =
∂
∂θ+
− iθ¯+∂+, D¯+ = − ∂
∂θ¯+
+ iθ+∂+.
These satisfy:
D2+ = D¯
2
+ = 0 (A.4)
Q2+ = Q¯
2
+ = 0
{D+, D¯+} = 2i∂+
{Q+, Q¯+} = −2i∂+
{Q+,D+} = {Q+, D¯+} = 0.
When symmetrizing and anti-symmetrizing indices we take:
M[a,b] =
1
2
(Mab −Mba) , M(a,b) =
1
2
(Mab +Mba) (A.5)
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A.2 Superfields
A chiral superfield, Φ, satisfies D¯+Φ = 0. A Fermi superfield, Γ, satisfies D¯+Γ =
√
2E. These have
component Expansion:
Φ = φ+
√
2θ+ψ+ − iθ+θ¯+∂+φ (A.6)
Γ = γ −
√
2θ+G−
√
2θ¯+E − iθ+θ¯+∂+γ. (A.7)
We also use a shift charged chiral field, Y . We take it to have the component expansion:
Y = y +
√
2θ+χ+ − iθ+θ¯+∂+y. (A.8)
In addition to the chiral fields there are gauge fields. As apposed to the (2, 2) case, which requires
a single superfield, there are two (0, 2) vector fields, A, V . In Wess-Zumino gauge these have the
component expansion.
V = θ+θ¯+v+ (A.9)
A = v− +
√
2iθ+λ¯− +
√
2iθ¯+λ− + 2θ
+θ¯+D. (A.10)
From this we can construct the fermionic, gauge invariant field strength, Υ.
Υ = D¯+(A− i∂−V ) (A.11)
= −i
√
2
(
λ− +
√
2θ+(F01 + iD)− iθ+θ¯+∂+λ−
)
F01 = ∂0v1 − ∂1v0 is the gauge field strength.
We have both conventionally charged fields, Φ, Γ, and shift charged fields, Y . The gauge trans-
formations with chiral gauge parameter Λ are summarized bellow.
Φ → e−iQΛΦ (A.12)
Γ → e−iqΛΓ
Y → Y − iQΛ
V → V + i(Λ− Λ¯)
A → A+ ∂−(Λ + Λ¯)
(A.13)
The different qs, Q, q, and Q represent our naming conventions for the charges of chiral, fermi,
and shift fields respectively. To facilitate writing down a gauge invariant action in superspace, it is
convenient to define the following covariant derivatives:
D−Φ =
(
∂− +
Q
2
(∂−V + iA)
)
Φ (A.14)
D−Γ =
(
∂− +
q
2
(∂−V + iA)
)
Γ (A.15)
D−Y = ∂−Y + Q
2
(∂−V + iA).
Lastly, for the FI parameter we use
t = r + iθ, θ ∼ θ + 2π. (A.16)
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B Action
Here, for completeness, we record the full action we use for the shift charged field, and the complete
component expansion for the gauge invariant case.
The action is given by:
L = Lgk + Lm + LW + LGS + LFI (B.1)
where Lgk contains the gauge kinnetic terms, Lm contains the kinetic terms for the matter as well
as the gauge interactions. LW is the superpotential, LGS is the Green-Schwarz term , and the LFI
is the conventional Fayet-Iliopoulos(FI) term.
Lgk = −1
2
∑
a
∫
d2θ+
1
4e2a
Υ¯aΥa (B.2)
Lm = −1
2
∫
d2θ+
(
i
∑
I
eQ
a
IVaΦ¯ID−ΦI + i
∑
l
k2l
2
(Yl + Y¯l +Qal Va)D−(Yl − Y¯l) +
∑
A
eq
a
AVaΓ¯AΓA
)
(B.3)
LW = −µ
2
∫
dθ+
∑
A
ΓAJ
A + h.c. (B.4)
LGS = 1
4
∫
d2θ+
∑
a,b,l
Cˆ[al Qb]lVaAb −
1
4
∑
a,l
Cˆal
∫
dθ+ΥaYl + h.c. (B.5)
LFI = −1
8
∑
a
ta
∫
dθ+Υa + h.c. (B.6)
Restricting to the case of Cˆ = 0, i.e. the classically gauge invariant case, the component expansion
in Wess-Zumino gauge can be organized as:
L = Lb + Lf + La + Li
Lb =
∑
a
(
1
2e2a
F 201a −
1
2
θaF01a
)
+
∑
I
D+φ¯ID−φI +
∑
l
k2lD+y¯lD−yl (B.7)
Lf = i
∑
a
1
2e2a
λ¯−a∂+λ−a + i
∑
I
ψ¯+ID−ψ+I + i
∑
l
k2l χ¯+l∂−χ+l + i
∑
A
γ¯−AD+γ−A (B.8)
+ i
∑
al
k2lQal
2
(λ−aχ+l + λ¯−aχ¯+l)
La =
∑
a
1
2e2a
D2a +
∑
a
Da
2
(∑
I
QaI |φI |2 +
∑
l
Qalk2l (yl + y¯l)− ra
)
+
∑
A
|GA|2 + µ√
2
∑
A
(GAJ
A + h.c.)
(B.9)
Li = µ√
2
∑
A
γ−A
(∑
I
∂IJ
Aψ+I +
∑
l
∂lJ
Aχ+l + h.c.
)
−
∑
A
γ¯−A
(∑
I
ψI+∂IEA +
∑
l
χ+l∂lEA + h.c
)
+
i
2
∑
I,a
QaI(φ¯Iλ−aψ+ + h.c.)−
∑
A
|EA|2. (B.10)
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The auxiliary Lagrangian can be put in a more standard form by solving for the auxiliary fields.
La = −
∑
a
1
2e2
D2a −
∑
A
|GA|2 −
∑
A
|EA|2 (B.11)
Da = −e
2
a
2
(
∑
I
QaI |φI |2 +
∑
l
Qalk2l (yl + y¯l)− ra) (B.12)
GA = − µ√
2
J¯A (B.13)
Thus the bosonic potential becomes
U =
∑
a
e2a
8
(∑
I
QaI |φI |2 +
∑
a
Qalk2l (yl + y¯l)− ra
)2
+
µ2
2
∑
A
|JA|2 +
∑
A
|EA|2. (B.14)
C OPEs
We consider a complex scalar with action Lb = −c ∂µφ¯∂µφ = c2(∂+φ¯∂−φ+∂−φ¯∂+φ), and a fermion
with action, Lf = ic ψ¯±∂∓ψ±. Also we consider the action of the form
S =
1
4π
∫
d2x L(x) (C.1)
Then the two point functions are:
〈φ¯(x)φ(y)〉 = 1
c
log(x− y)2 (C.2)
〈ψ¯±ψ±〉 = i
c
1
x± − y± (C.3)
C.1 Operator Product Expansion with single anomalous U(1)
Let us list the currents and stress tensor that we want to calculate OPE’s with
j+G = −i
∑
I
QIφI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
qAγ¯−Aγ−A − ik2∂−y¯ + iNG
4π
∂−y − iCˆ∂−y
j+L = −i
∑
I
αLI φI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
βLAγ¯−Aγ−A − ik2κL∂−y¯ + i
NL
4π
∂−y − iκLCˆ∂−y
t++ = −1
2
(∑
I
∂−φI∂−φ¯I + i
∑
A
γ¯−A∂−γ−A + k
2∂−y∂−y¯ +
i
2e2
λ∂−λ¯
)
+
1
4
∂−
(∑
I
αRI φI∂−φ¯I + i
∑
A
(βRA + 1)γ¯−Aγ−A + k
2κR∂−y¯ − NR
4π
∂−y + κ
RCˆ∂−y
)
j+R = −i
∑
I
αRI φI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
βRA γ¯−Aγ−A − ik2κR∂−y¯ +
1
2
λ¯−λ− − i κRCˆ∂−y
j−R = i
∑
I
(
αRI φI∂+φ¯I − i
(
αRI − 1
)
ψ¯+Iψ+I
)
+ i
(
k2κR∂+y + ik
2χ¯+χ+
)− i κRCˆ∂+y. (C.4)
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OPEs for the currents are:
j+G(x)j
+
G(y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
QIQI −
∑
A
qAqA − 2Cˆ
)
j+G(x)j
+
L (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
QIα
L
I −
∑
A
qAβ
L
A − 2CˆκL
)
j+L (x)j
+
L (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
αLI α
L
I −
∑
A
βLAβ
L
AL− 2Cˆ(κL)2
)
j+R (x)j
+
R (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2

∑
I
αRI α
R
I −
∑
A
βRAβ
R
A − 1︸︷︷︸
λ−
−2Cˆ(κR)2


j−R (x)j
−
R (y) ∼
1
(x+ − y+)2

∑
I
αRI α
R
I −
∑
I
(
αRI − 1
)2 − 1︸︷︷︸
χ+


j+G(x)t
++(y) ∼ i
2(x− − y−)3
(∑
I
QIα
R
I −
∑
I
QI −
∑
A
qAβ
R
A − 2CˆκR
)
−1
2
j+G
(x− − y−)2 −
1
2
∂−j
+
G
(x− − y−)
j+L (x)t
++(y) ∼ i
2(x− − y−)3
(∑
I
αLI α
R
I −
∑
I
αLI −
∑
A
βLAβ
R
A − 2CˆκLκR
)
−1
2
j+L
(x− − y−)2 −
1
2
∂−j
+
L
(x− − y−)
t++(x)t++(y) ∼ 1
8(x− − y−)4

∑
I
(
3(αRI − 1)2 − 1
)
+
∑
A
(
1− 3(βRA )2
)− 6Cˆ(κR)2 + 2︸︷︷︸
y
− 2︸︷︷︸
λ−


−1
2
(
t++
(x− − y−)2 +
∂−t
++
(x− − y−)
)
. (C.5)
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C.2 Operator Product Expansion with multiple U(1)s
After rescaling Υa → e2aΥa in the deep UV, the free operators we calculate OPEs are
ja+G = −i
∑
I
QaIφI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
qaAγ¯−Aγ−A − i
∑
l
k2lQal ∂−y¯l − i
∑
l
Ual∂−yl
j+L = −i
∑
I
αLI φI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
βLAγ¯−Aγ−A − i
∑
l
k2l κ
L
l ∂−y¯l − i
∑
l
ULl∂−yl
t++ = −1
2
(∑
I
∂−φI∂−φ¯I + i
∑
A
γ¯−A∂−γ−A +
∑
l
k2l ∂−yl∂−y¯l +
∑
a
i
2
λa∂−λ¯a
)
+
1
4
∂−
(∑
I
αRI φI∂−φ¯I + i
∑
A
(βRA + 1)γ¯−Aγ−A +
∑
l
k2l κ
R
l ∂−y¯l + URl∂−yl
)
j+R = −i
∑
I
αRI φI∂−φ¯I +
∑
A
βRA γ¯−Aγ−A − i
∑
l
k2l κ
R
l ∂−y¯l +
∑
a
1
2
λ¯−aλ−a − i
∑
l
URl∂−yl
j−R = i
∑
I
(
αRI φI∂+φ¯I − i
(
αRI − 1
)
ψ¯+Iψ+I
)
+ i
∑
l
(
k2l κ
R
l ∂+yl + ik
2
l χ¯l+χl+
)− i∑
l
URl∂+yl.
(C.6)
Then the free OPEs of the currents are:
ja+G (x)j
b+
G (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
QaIQ
b
I −
∑
A
qaAq
b
A − 2
∑
l
U (al Qb)l
)
ja+G (x)j
+
L (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
QaIα
L
I −
∑
A
qaAβ
L
A −
∑
l
(
UalκLl + ULlQal
))
j+L (x)j
+
L (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
αLI α
L
I −
∑
A
βLAβ
L
A − 2
∑
l
ULlκLl
)
j+R (x)j
+
R (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
αRI α
R
I −
∑
A
βRAβ
R
A −
∑
a
1− 2
∑
l
URlκRl
)
j−R (x)j
−
R (y) ∼
1
(x+ − y+)2
(∑
I
αRI α
R
I −
∑
I
(
αRI − 1
)2 −∑
l
1
)
ja+G (x)t
++(y) ∼ i
2(x− − y−)3
(∑
I
QaIα
R
I −
∑
I
QaI −
∑
A
qaAβ
R
A −
∑
l
(
UalκRl + URlQal
))
−1
2
ja+G
(x− − y−)2 −
1
2
∂−j
a+
G
(x− − y−)
j+L (x)t
++(y) ∼ i
2(x− − y−)3
(∑
I
αLI α
R
I −
∑
I
αLI −
∑
A
βLAβ
R
A −
∑
l
(
ULlκRl + URlκLl
))
−1
2
j+L
(x− − y−)2 −
1
2
∂−j
+
L
(x− − y−)
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t++(x)t++(y) ∼ 1
8(x− − y−)4
(∑
I
(
3(αRI − 1)2 − 1
)
+
∑
A
(
1− 3(βRA )2
)− 6∑
l
URlκRl +
∑
l
2−
∑
a
2
)
−1
2
(
t++
(x− − y−)2 +
∂−t
++
(x− − y−)
)
. (C.7)
D Quantum Chirality
As mentioned above, classically chiral operators can be anomalous. In this section we check that
chirality holds within correlation functions. If we only focus on supersymmetric vacua then:
〈[D+, J(x)]O(y)〉 = −〈J(x) [D+,O(y)]±〉. (D.1)
In order to verify chirality we want an operator O(y), where the action of D+ is known, following
[5], [32], we choose O(y) = ∂−Υ¯(y).
Using the equations of motion D+∂−Υ¯ = 2ie
2J+G (y). A necessary condition for quantum chirality
is:
〈D+J(x) ∂−Υ¯(y)〉 ≈ −〈J(x) D+∂−Υ¯(y)|EOMs〉 = −2ie2〈J(x)J+G (y)〉 = 0. (D.2)
Thus quantum chirality requires the vanishing of the leading singular part of the J J+G OPE. Let
us first investigate T++. The lowest component of T++ and J+G give:
j+G(x) t
++(y) ∼ i
2(x− − y−)3
(∑
I
QIα
R
I −
∑
I
QI −
∑
A
qAβ
R
A
)
− 1
2
j+G
(x− − y−)2 −
1
2
∂−j
+
G
(x− − y−) .
(D.3)
Therefore requiring D+T
++ = 0, relies on having:∑
I
QIα
R
I −
∑
I
QI −
∑
A
qAβ
R
A = 0. (D.4)
This condition is equivalent to a particular R-symmetry being non-anomalous. Thus quantum
chirality of the left moving stress tensor requires a non-anomalous R-symmetry.
Next let’s consider J+L , which has an OPE with the gauge current:
j+G(x) j
+
L (y) ∼
1
(x− − y−)2
(∑
I
QIα
L
I −
∑
A
qAβ
L
A
)
.
Thus non-chirality of U(1)L boils down to the vanishing of an L-anomaly:
D+J
+
L ∝
(∑
I
QIα
L
I −
∑
A
qAβ
L
A
)
Υ. (D.5)
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For the gauge current J+G to be a quantum chiral operator, the same analysis gives:
D+J
+
G ∝
(∑
I
QIQI −
∑
A
qAqA
)
Υ. (D.6)
In short, the quantum chirality of a current requires the various anomaly coefficients vanish.
The existence of a non-anomalous gauge current, L current and R current is necessary for quantum
chirality of J+L and T
++, and tells us that the lowest components of these operators are elements
of cohomology, which become the U(1)L current and left moving stress tensor for the IR CFT.
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